


One Subject, Many Projects
Individual Project



Technological Convergence



Technological Convergence
Technology and the Environment

Technology and the Workplace

Technology and tools

Ethics of the way we use technology



Technology and the Environment
How technology is shaping our energy consumption 

How can we shape the way we live in the cities (kitchen, 
automobile, housing experiences etc.)  

Technology and the Workplace
How technology drives our work output and speed 

How technology shape the future of employment (universal basic 
income) 



“We are studying Technological Convergence because we 
want to find out how technology is going to shape our future  
in order to understand how it affects both our lives and the 

entire world 



“I am creating _________ because I want to find out 
who/why/how __________ in order to understand how/

why/what ___________.”



Explored the Idea so called “future”
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I wanted to create an awareness tool or device.
Movie? or Interactive Medium?



Video Game
Video games are a great storytelling device because it 
allows the users to interact with a fictional speculative 

environment that makes them discover and realize things 
through interactions and responses.



There are many video games with great stories









Qualities of the Game

• Simple 
• Easy to play 
• Accessible 
• Deep Storyline 
• Fascinating aesthetic 
• The realizations are not forced on the user



Reach and Usability



Realization 
Question 
Open Discussion

Effect on user



Users
Casual to Mid Hardcore Gamers 
People who love narrative games. 
People who love mini games



Research on the game



Giving it a German Expressionist look
The plots and stories of the Expressionist films often dealt with madness, insanity, 

betrayal and other "intellectual" topics triggered by the experiences of WWI (as 
opposed to standard action-adventure and romantic films).





Tim Burton uses German Expressionism



Finding a good balance that doesn't go too “Creepy”



The Game





Storyline Intro

You’re a player named Tim and you work in a company called 
FUTURE CORP.

FUTURE CORP controls all the worlds infrastructure, cellphones, 
machines, robots, medical and more. What’s great is you’re the 
Systems Analyst! 

Your job is to analyze places with systems and processes,  
to automate/upgrade them.  

Making the world a better place! 

YAY!



Structure

Main Game Mini Games Linear Narrative

Directly Affects Chooses 

The character 
does daily 
routines. 

The changes 
done by the 

plater affects the 
linear narrative. 

The player plays 
the games to 

upgrade society. 

The player 
doesn’t see the 

effects of his 
actions yet. 

The player must 
work well in his 

company to 
reach the top. 

The player must 
also live his 
normal life. 

The Player: Tim
Works: Future Corp
Job: Systems Analyst

He lives his life. Working to find flaws 
in the systems of the world and 
upgrade them. 



Everyone is gone from the office and the streets are empty 

Goes Home 

Levels 1-5
Automation

Levels 6-10
Energy

Levels 11-15
Communications

Levels 16-20
Food

Levels 20-23
Administration

Goes Home 

Goes Home 

Goes Home 

Small Change
Machines are here

Minute Change
Energy Source from 

people

Drastic Change
People on phones no 

physical communication

Somethings Wrong
Soylent Green

Affects 

Interaction 
Changes

Gameplay 
Changes

Environment 
changes

Player realizes 
he has made the 

world self 
sufficient

He attaches himself 
to the sustaining 

device
Game loops in “Real World”



Screen Flow

















“I am creating a Video Game because I want to let 
players realize how they’re letting humanity slip by 

allowing themselves to the march of progress without 
thinking twice. 



Visuals Borrowed from
World of Goo, Little Inferno, Human Resource Machine, Tim Burton Collective



Thank you


